Winds of Change
Supporting renewable energy resources

For over 30 years, Dokka Fasteners has supplied the Wind Power industry with high quality fasteners built upon the innovation only a 100 year old company can provide.

Whether it is design feedback to our valued customers, development and testing of advanced finishes for premium corrosion resistance, or value-added shipment options to meet the growing demands of our Wind customers, Dokka Fasteners powers ahead of the competition.

With our state-of-the-art automated robotic manufacturing, heat treating, coating and inspection systems in both Europe and the US, Dokka Fasteners remains the supplier of choice for our global Wind Power customers of all sizes.

Dokka Fasteners keep all critical processes in-house such as hardening, hot-dip-galvanizing and final mechanical inspections and verification.

Further separating ourselves from the competition, Dokka Fasteners can also provide inventory management on a global basis, utilizing the local Würth logistics facility.

Products offered for the Wind Industry in property classes of 8.8 and 10.9:

- Hex Bolts M12 - M100
- Stud Bolts M20 - M100
- Threaded Rods M20 - M100
- Tower Flange Bolts M12 - M72
- Foundation Bolts M20 - M100
- Hub & Nacelle fasteners
- Blade connection kits
- CE/TÜV certified steel construction bolts
- EN14399/DIN6914/DAS1021 Construction Bolt Assemblies
- On hand safety stock programs

Customer specific packaging for:

- Production
- Site
- Service